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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe ESVT – EmailSet Visualization Tool, an email archive tool that provides users a visualization to re-find and discover information in their email archive. ESVT is an end-to-end email archive tool that can be used from archiving a user’s email messages to visualizing queries on the email archive. We address email archiving by allowing import of email messages from an email server or from a standard existing email client. The central idea in ESVT’s visualization, an “email-set”, is the set of emails that are the result of a query on a user’s email archive. ESVT provides a multiple email-set view - visualization of multiple email-sets on a time axis. In addition, each email set can be individually visualized based on person and time axis, using the single email-set view. Query logs, individual email visualization, multiple email set visualization provide rich contextual cues, thus enabling end users to deal with email overload and re-find past email which otherwise wouldn’t be discovered easily.
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INTRODUCTION
Email is one of the primary communication tools in our daily life. We use it for communication, archiving personal information, task management and contact management. Whittaker et al. discuss the importance of email in daily life, and its active role as a personal information management (PIM) tool [19]. Despite its wide use as a PIM tool, the traditional focus of email clients is merely on retrieval and simple organization and searching of emails, not necessarily all encompassing information management suites [17]. Even worse, the sheer volume of information being pushed to users via email each day leads to an excess of data commonly referred to as email overload [19]. Individual emails lack context when simply listed with others textually thus being able to view emails visually amongst one another is critical for full understanding. Based on how email users combat this abundance of email they can be categorized into three groups based on folder usage – no filers, frequent filers, and spring cleaners [19]. Each category uses a particular strategy to solve this overload problem.

These different strategies to handle email, however, fail after a certain point where volume becomes too great or users attempt to use email for purposes it wasn’t designed such as massive archiving. We believe that it might be useful to separate archiving functions of email, from an email client to a different application, in order to focus on the archiving PIM issues more effectively.

The current state of art tools for email archiving is entirely focused on archiving enterprise mail servers. IDC, a premier global market intelligence firm, predicted that email archiving application revenue will reach $310 million globally by the year 2005 [12]. Most commercial email archiving solutions focus on mail servers since it is a lucrative market with far more impact and potential revenue than the personal archiving market. There have been some partial solutions proposed such as forwarding email to a database [6], using a separate email client like Eudora or Mail.app for archiving [13], using a combined tool as a client, server and an archival application, like ZOE [3]. Related to archival visualizations, Li et al [16] developed email mining kit for visualizing email archives of groups of users.

We observe that there is little work done in addressing visualizations of email archives from a personal perspective. In order to help ease the issues associated with email overload and with information re-finding, we have developed a personal email archive tool, ESVT. ESVT allows users to work with email archives, while focusing on re-finding information through more visual and directed searching. Our hypothesis is that an “email-set” (described in detail below) and its visualization will help users work with archived email, especially in their information re-finding activities.

RELATED WORK
Email is a critical communication and personal information organization tool and thus a fair sized body of work has focused on its impact and user behaviors. For our email
visualization tool, we have extended the email thread visualization architecture mentioned developed by Perer and Shneiderman [11], to support visualization for sets of emails resulting from searches across email archives. Choices that lead to our visualization interface is supported by other findings as well. Donath describes the importance of representing memories and conversations in email visualization [8]. She focuses on showing ties and context of emails with regard to others in visualizing collections of communications. In their multi-scale email interface that ties together intimacy and chronology-based visualization of past conversations, Mandic et. al. explains email history as a vibrant, clear record of one’s past [10]. There, they suggest multiple icons to represent outgoing and incoming emails in order to clearly identify those qualities to the user in visualizations. In our tool we draw upon this concept of a continual history in emails to better show users their email conversations over time.

Viegas et al. [14], through their investigations on visualizing past email archives, observed that these visualizations motivated retelling stories from the user’s past to others. They created two kinds of visualizations for the past email archives. One approach highlighted the use of social networks, while the other approach depicted temporal rhythms of interactions, thus emphasizing the importance of people and time in email archive visualization. In Viegas et. al.’s Themail email visualization tool, [15], the authors focus on visualization based on content of email messages. The tool uses two main interaction modes, a “haystack” mode showing overall evolution in conversations, based on keywords in email message content. A “needle” mode allows users to see more details and locate specific pieces of information, individual emails for example. Cole et al. have proposed a lattice structure for navigating through emails versus a hierarchical tree structure that is based on folder organization [7]. Whittaker et al discuss remembering past communications with the help of associative retrieval cues - remembering items/people based on other items/people related to the target [18].

In the multi-store model of human memory, Atkinson and Shiffrin make a distinction among sensory, working/short-term and long-term memory [4]. Analogous to this notion is the idea information types (ephemeral, working, archived) described by Nardi et al. [5]. Atkinson and Shiffrin describe long-term memory (LTM) as being responsible for our persistent (“crystallized”) memories of procedural, episodic and semantic information. Archived information, to a large extent, is what an individual makes persistent for later use. Wiseman and Tulving [20] originally formulated the encoding specificity principle, which maintains that information items are encoded in our LTM with respect to their context and that retrieval is a function of similarity to that encoding context [9]. Thus, retrieval cues, which we use to retrieve information from out LTM, serve as context for information we are trying to recall.

THE EMAIL-SET APPROACH
The design of ESVT revolves around the idea of an email-set. We use the term email-set to denote the result of a querying activity on a user’s email archive. An email-set simply refers to a set of emails. It can be a result of a complex search query, a thread conversation, a set of emails from a mailing list, etc. Our tool focuses on visualization of email-sets within archives with the goal of helping a user in the information re-finding activity. We believe that the visual representation of the email-set provides context, defined by two dimensions – time and people.

ESVT’s information model is shown in Figure 1. An email-set is a collection of emails and a query. Each email object may belong to one or more email-sets, and contains various fields in an email, like to, from, time information, etc. Each query contains the XQuery string that specifies the query and may contain other details like to, from, etc incase of an advanced query.

ESVT is a complete email archive tool that supports keeping, organization, and re-finding activities. We discuss all three activities here, with focus on re-finding.

Keeping and Organizing
ESVT allows a user to add email from her existing email client using an import feature. Each email essentially is an XML serialization of the Mime message format. Currently, one can import email either from an email server or from a standard email client such as Thunderbird. The process of importing from an email server is automatic, while importing from an email client is semi-automatic. These XML formatted email messages are then stored in eXist - a native XML database [1].

While exporting emails into the archive, the folder organization of emails is retained. This ability to retain the structure of emails allows our application to support both filers and pilers. Our loose email-set concept can relate to the habits of both pilers and filers. Based on our definition of email sets, for a filer, a set could refer to the contents of a folder, whereas for a piler, it could be the result of a query.
Re-finding

As mentioned in the Related Work section, retrieval cues, which we use to retrieve information from our LTM, serve as context for information we are trying to recall. Context in the case of an email in an archive, could be the date, persons involved, keywords in the email subject or content, etc. In querying an email archive, we believe that the results provide us with additional cues, and eventually, enough context to recall information (that we initially set out to recall).

The ESVT visualization aims to help in this process of information recall. In order to assist users in finding other emails in a given message or context retrieved from a query, we provide a way to re-find relevant email from the email-set visualization. The visualization also aims to help users discover new links among information items.

The re-finding process using ESVT involves querying the email archive, visualizing the result email-set, and then discovering relevant email from the context provided by the email-set visualization.

Querying

ESVT allows users to formulate and run queries over archived emails. In the current prototype, a user has the option to search in the “sender” (from), “recipient” (to), and “body” fields of an email. In addition, the user can formulate an XQuery expression to represent any kind of advanced search query. This query functionality may be replaced by a more user-friendly interface along with advanced functions in the future. A built-in query log feature logs all user queries. We believe that this might serve as a reminder of past searches. It also saves the user the trouble of repeatedly entering recurring queries.

Figure 2 shows the main interface of ESVT (the figure has been adjusted to show details in the given space). The left two panes are used to show the user’s email archive statistics. For example, total number of archived emails and most common contacts (people from whom most emails were received). The top right pane is the query pane, where the user can specify a query. Below the query pane is the history pane, which the user may use to go back to past queries.

Visualization

Our main emphasis is on visualizing email-sets and enabling the user to discover connections and relevant email using this visualization. We extended the Beyond Threads architecture by Perer and Shneiderman [11], to support visualization of email-sets as well as groups of email-sets. ESVT supports two related views: a multiple email-set view and a single email-set view.

Figure 3 is a snapshot of the multiple email-set view, with time on the X-axis and the XQuery expression (representing the associated email-set) on the Y-axis. The outlined red squares signify that the user was the sender of the email (part of that email-set) and the blue filled circles signify that the user was a receiver in the email (part of the email-set).

A snapshot of the single email-set view is shown in Figure 4. As with the multiple email-set view, the X-axis represents time. The Y-axis shows the people (represented by their email addresses) involved in the email-set. Each vertical line parallel to the Y-axis denotes an email. The
outlined red squares signify that the person (on the Y-axis) was the sender of the email and the blue filled circles signify that the person (on the Y-axis) was a receiver in the email.

In each of these visualizations, tooltips help a user to gain a quick overview of an email. Currently, only the timestamp of an email is enabled. In the future, we envision a user being able to see other email information, like the subject. Also, on clicking an email, the contents of the email will be displayed.

These visualizations have been developed using JFreeChart [2].

**Discovering new connections/relevant emails**

According to Viegas et. al., the two main dimensions of email archives are people and time [14]. Our email-set visualization method keeps this in mind and lets the user discover relevant email, by using one of two options:

1. Discovery using time scale: ESVT allows the user to zoom in and zoom out the time axis (X-axis) of the visualization. By zooming in the user can avoid visual clutter and focus on a shorter duration within the timeframe of the email-set. Another feature that can be provided (not present in the current prototype), is allowing the user expand the time scale (zoom-out), thus facilitating discovery of new email involving at least one person present in the original email-set. This might result in showing new persons who are additionally involved in new emails.

2. Discovery by person dimension (not present in the current prototype): This feature will allow the user to remove and add people (email addresses) from and to an existing email-set view. For example, a user should be able to remove a person from the Y-axis, which would result in filtering away all email sent/received by that person. Alternatively, by adding a person, all email sent/received by that person during the specified time frame are displayed. In many cases, a user may be interested in email from a certain sender, and the ability to show only emails from that individual would greatly cut down the degree of information overload.

**EVALUATION**

Our hypothesis is that the idea of an email-set and its visualization will help users work with archived email, especially in their information re-finding activities. It will help users discover new connections based on content (information contained within an email) and metadata (people, time, and subject).

We performed an informal evaluation to test our hypotheses. The evaluation involved three participants consisting of two Graduate students and one Undergraduate student. All three participants used their email client to archive emails. For each participant, we imported their email and used it to give a demonstration of ESVT and its features. Then participants formulated sample queries and tested ESVT. They tested both, the multiple email-set view and the single email-set view. All three participants felt that ESVT would be a useful tool to someone who received and archived large volumes of email. Among other things, the participants said that ESVT could be used for performing complex searches over email archives and for viewing trends in email exchanges. Since ESVT is a prototype, there is considerable scope for improvement in terms of robustness of the tool as well as additional features. The participants suggested adding features like being able to view the content of an email through the visualization, indicating common emails among email-sets, etc.

This evaluation was meant to be information and its objective was to get initial feedback on the use and usability of ESVT. A formal evaluation would involve more structured tasks or a longitudinal study of use of ESVT. Along with qualitative measures, quantitative measures from logs of user-system activity could be studied to make inferences about its use.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

We developed ESVT – an email archive tool that can archive a user’s email in a seamless manner. The user can
query the archived email, visualize each email set- result of a query, in a multiple email set visualization panel. Also, the user can visualize individual email set on a person and time axis. The entire tool is written in Java, thus is portable across various platforms. The XML formatted emails can be transformed into any proprietary format using XSL-FO, XSLT style sheets.

These visualizations provide rich information, and patterns that otherwise are difficult to discover by looking at a flat list of emails. These visualizations allow the user to navigate to different portions of an email by interacting with the person and time axes.

ESVT is a prototype that was developed to demonstrate an idea. We see possible future work in different aspects. For example, the multiple and single email-set visualizations may be improved in order to provide more manipulative interactions on person, subject and time dimensions. This will allow the user to discover other email from this context. Although we performed an informal evaluation, a more traditional evaluation could be performed as mentioned in the previous section.

XML formatted email messages are stored in, with their folder hierarchy preserved. Another future improvement would be letting users refine queries based on folder structure in addition to current and advanced methods. In addition, XQuery’s capability to access content at element level (subject, from, to etc) rather than document level (individual email) can be exploited further to build other data mining tools on top of an email collection.
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